WHOLE HOME
IRON ELIMINATOR
NON-CHEMICAL IRON, MANGANESE AND SULFUR REDUCTION
The Pürcan Whole Home Iron Eliminator utilizes an air injection system
to remove iron (ferrous or clear water), manganese and sulfur via both
filtration and oxidation. Unlike other iron filters, the Pürcan system uses
a single tank and valve system, reducing the overall cost of the system
and its maintenance while providing years of trouble-free operation.
Because of the Iron Eliminator 's advanced design and state-of-the-art
technology, it does not require any chemicals or air compressors during
its operation or regeneration.
During system regeneration, air is drawn through an injector in the brine
port creating an air pocket. Untreated water passes through the air
pocket. Any iron, manganese or sulfur present in the water is oxidized
into physical particles. The solid particles are then trapped in the filter
media bed. Once the air pocket is depleted, the particles are removed.
The Iron Eliminator 's regeneration cycle refreshes the bed replacing the
oxygen and allowing the process to begin again.
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KEY BENEFITS

THE 4-STEP REGENERATION PROCESS
1. Backwash: this cycle allows water to flow
through the bed, expanding the media.
Contaminants are trapped at this stage
and they flow to the drain. Air is then
removed from the tank.
2. Air Draw: An air bubble is created through
air injection into the tank when the water
is running to the drain. The air pressure in
the tank reaches atmospheric pressure, at
which point no more air is injected.
Pressure is equalized and air will then be
heard being drawn back into the tank.
3. Rapid Rinse: The media bed resettles prior
to the next service and any small
contaminants are flushed.
4. In-Service Position: The system is then
returned to the in-service position where
water continues to enter into the tank,
creating compression of the air into a
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Superior filtration for iron, manganese and
hydrogen sulfide removal;
Eliminates rust stains in tubs, sinks and toilets;
Crystal clear, non-staining water;
Uses air to precipitate iron manganese and
hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg smell);
Non-corrosive, fiber-reinforced polymer
construction;
Reduces salt consumption if installed ahead of
the water softener;
Protects pipes, plumbing fixtures and home
appliances;
Excellent for RO pre-treatment, residential and
light commercial applications and well water
applications;
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-

Resin Tank Size

10" x 52"
standard

-

Stainless Steel
by-pass

3/4"

-

Thermal Stability

Stable to
500° C

-

Height

61"

Max Diameter

10"

Approx Weight

130 lbs

-

Uses no chemicals;
Removes up to 8 ppm of Hydrogen
Sulfide and up to 7 ppm of Iron;
Time-tested, hydraulically-balanced
piston, seal and spacer control service
flow and backwash;
Periodic automatic backwash keeps
the media clean;
Inexpensive operation and simple
design
Safe for septic beds;
Can be used for residential,
commercial, and industrial
applications.

Each system is sized and built according to individual
home and homeowner ?s specific needs.
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